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Abstract - The paper focuses on the use of blockchain and distributed ledger technology for government services and 
digital identity in relation to those. The essential features are that a blockchain has no central data controller or 
storage and that it is an append-only immutable record, store with reliable timestamping, thus can be used to help the 
refugee identity crisis by authenticating and storing their digital id on blockchain platform. Worldwide, the refugees 
face a general identity problem in which the paper-based identity systems cannot be used across borders here because 
the government which would usually serve as a guarantor may be hostile, unreachable or may not exist as a 
functioning entity. They need a secure platform to store and authenticate their identities with a unique hash and 
timestamp which can be further used by the host country or organisations like UN. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The issue of garnering trust is of utmost importance in communicating systems especially when they are dealing 
with sensitive data. IoT visualizes a fully connected world where each and every smart device is connected to 
each other and they collaborate to perform specific tasks. Trust is the main essence especially when there is no 
audit mechanism in place, so it needs to be taken care of [1]. Ever since Satoshi Nakamoto in his paper [2] 
described the Blockchains, the people all over the globe are devising ingenious ways in which the concept can 
be applied to solve certain issues related to various fields. Blockchain has the potential to change the way that 
the world approaches data. Basically, blockchain is a peer-to-peer network where the interconnected systems are 
fully open and transparent to each other [3]. The data is stored in a block, and each block contains previous hash 
as well as the hash to the next block. Each member node of the network has access to the latest copy of 
encrypted ledger so that they can validate a new transaction [4]. To support blockchains and operate with the 
blockchain, network peers have to provide, the following functionality: routing, storage, wallet services and 
mining [5]. 

The Routing function is necessary to participate in the P2P network; this includes transaction and block 
propagation. The storage function is responsible for keeping a copy of the chain in the node (the entire chain for 
full nodes, and only a part of it for light nodes). Wallet services provide security keys that allow users to order 
transactions, i.e., to operate with their Bitcoins. Finally the mining function is responsible for creating new 
blocks by solving the proof of work [5] .The system is an incorruptible, distributed, transparent, immutable, 
secure and auditable digital ledger having distributed digital information chronologically arranged in a 
transaction table, maintained by multiple entities [6]. 
 
Private Blockchains are used in this research paper, an authority holds the sole right for authorizing write/read 
permissions and mine blocks. Only the authorized nodes can access block requests and access the data. Private 
Blockchains finds it application as extremely secure database for banking and other related sector where data 
security is utmost priority since it is managed by a trusted party and the encrypted database is commonly shared. 
Bankchain, Multichain, Blockstack are some of the examples of Private Blockchain [7]. The basic structure of 
mining has been presented in figure 1.  
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Fig. 1:  Block mining to the transaction table 

 
The emergence of blockchain technology offers significant opportunities for the provision of decentralized 
services in a trustless or low trust setting, with decentralization, in particular, being relevant for cross-border 
applications. Blockchain serves as a bookkeeping platform or ledger that is incorruptible, enforces transparency, 
and bypasses censorship [1][4]. 

By tackling issues of financial, political and institutional corruption, this has the potential to create massive 
social change and greatly protect the human rights of every individual. Digital identity is effectively the core use 
case for blockchains for government services, spanning all others discussed here. Providing or interpreting proof 
that individuals are who they claim to be, and are the subjects of government records, are the prerequisites for 
the provision of services, recognition of rights or title, or of duties required or fulfilled. 

 
In this paper the purpose of using the Blockchain is to have a transparency of data so that the authorities can 
have a very clear knowledge of recording unique digital identity. The study focuses on getting the data in the 
form of registrations and then the data can be used by the governments(s) so that they can prevent the illegal 
migrations. It is no great surprise, then, that identity has received a great deal of attention from governments 
globally as an application of blockchain. Identity is an important question for many scenarios, public or private, 
but more so for the context of interactions with a state; property, health, voting, finance and taxation, education, 
and so on, all have significant relevance for an individual’s life, and there are major, often legal, implications for 
interactions between individuals and government in these areas. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The emergence of blockchain technology was introduced in [1]. The authors in [1] have proposed a peer-to-peer 
network using proof-of-work to record a public history of transactions. Ethereum is one of A next generation 
smart contract and Decentralized application platform which works on blockchain technology [2].The authors 
in[3] have  described a protocol called NFB (it stands for Notarizing Files over the Blockchain). This protocol 
ensures the communication between two systems: a permissive Blockchain and a secured centralized Document 
Management System. This paper [4] describes industry use cases that drive the principles behind a new 
blockchain fabric, and outlines the basic requirements and high level architecture based on those use cases. The 
authors in [5] have claimed that Blockchain recordkeeping could increase transparency, protect privacy, 
improve efficiency, and even help guard against obsolescence. Recordkeeping risks must be investigated and 
mitigated. Quorum is ideal for any application requiring high speed and high throughput processing of private 
transactions within a permissioned group of known participants [6].The authors in [7] have referred to the 
Blockchain technology that will lead to innovation and transformation of governmental processes. They have 
presented a critical assessment of the often exaggerated benefits of blockchain technology found in the literature 
and discuss their implications for governmental organizations and processes. The authors in [8] have argued that 
we need to look beyond the currency applications and investigate the potential use of the blockchain technology 
in governmental tasks such as digital ID management and secure document handling. The authors in [9] suggests 
that Blockchain technology, widely acknowledged as enabling openness, can facilitate the development of an 
immutable, transparent, secure and verifiable application for capturing individuals Intellectual Property as they 
work. The authors in [10] have proposed a query notary for biomedical data consumers (humans or programs 
alike) who need to retrieve accurate and certified data from reference biomedical databases. The authors in [11] 
have presented peer-reviewed papers bringing together academia and industry to analyze problems ranging from 
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deploying newer cryptographic primitives on Bitcoin to enabling use-cases like privacy-preserving file storage. 
The authors in [12] have provided proofs on appropriate and novel assumptions on the “hashing power” of the 
adversary relative to network synchronicity. The authors in [13] have suggested a  protocol that turns a block 
chain into an automated access-control manager that does not require trust in a third party. The authors in [14] 
have provided a literature survey on blockchain security issues and challenges. The authors in [15] have 
provided rationales to support the architectural decision on whether to employ a decentralized blockchain as 
opposed to other software solutions, like traditional shared data storage. The authors in [16] have demonstrated 
a blockchain-based solution for transparently managing and analyzing data in a pay-as-you-go car insurance 
application. The authors in [17] have demonstrated that the scientific credibility of findings from clinical trials 
can be undermined by a range of problems including missing data, endpoint switching, data dredging, and 
selective publication. The authors in [18] claim that by combining the decentralized blockchain principle with 
identity verification, a digital ID can be created that would act as a digital watermark which can be assigned to 
every online transaction. 
   

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Depending upon authorization of adding an entry into the blocks into blockchain, the blockchains can majorly be 
classified into public, private and permission less/consortium blockchains [7].In Public Blockchain, any 
individual may access the information, do the transactions and participate in the consensus procedures 
therein[20]. An authority exists which sanctions mining rights and authorized nodes can take decision to append 
or not to append in the blockchain. In Private Blockchains, an authority holds the sole right for authorizing 
write/read permissions and mine blocks[21]. Only the authorized nodes can access block requests and access the 
data. In Permission less/Consortium blockchains, no single entity in blockchain network is authorized with 
ability to grant or revoke permission and neither any entity or node is entitled with authority to add items to 
blockchain. 
 
Worldwide, the refugees face a general identity problem in which the paper-based identity systems cannot be 
used across borders because the government which would usually serve as a guarantor may be hostile, 
unreachable or may not exist as a functioning entity. They need a secure platform to store and authenticate their 
identities with a unique hash and timestamp which can be further used by the host country or organisations like 
UN. The main objective of our project is that even in less traumatic cases of the international movement, the 
reliance on an individual’s home government could be lessened by a secure digital identity service based on the 
blockchain, reducing the number of parties involved in interaction and potentially increasing efficacy and trust 
by putting the data over Blockchains. Basically, blockchain is a peer-to-peer network where the interconnected 
systems are fully open and transparent to each other [3]. The data is stored in a block, and each block contains 
previous hash as well as the hash to the next block. Each member node of the network has access to the latest 
copy of encrypted ledger so that they can validate a new transaction.[4]  To support blockchains and operate 
with the blockchain, network peers have to provide, the following functionality: routing, storage, wallet services 
and mining [5]. The Routing function is necessary to participate in the P2P network, this includes transaction 
and block propagation. The storage function is responsible for keeping a copy of the chain in the node (the 
entire chain for full nodes, and only a part of it for light nodes). Wallet services provide security keys that allow 
users to order transactions, i.e., to operate with their Bitcoins. Finally the mining function is responsible for 
creating new blocks by solving the proof of work [5]. The system is an incorruptible, distributed, transparent, 
immutable, secure and auditable digital ledger having distributed digital information chronologically arranged in 
a transaction table, maintained by multiple entities [6]. The main objective of our project is to limit the usage of 
paper based identification methods and promote and encourage the more techno-friendly platform to store and 
authenticate the identities with a unique hash and timestamp, which is known as blockchain [19]. We have done 
coding for blockchain in JavaScript and The Database is implemented using LevelDB (Google).The flow graph 
has been represented in figure 2. 
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Fig.2: Process Flowchart 

The main objective of our research is to help the refugee identity crisis by authenticating, storing their digital id 
and putting the data over Blockchains so that any case of unauthorized identity manipulation can be immediately 
reported to the concerned government agencies. We have done coding for blockchain in JavaScript and The 
Database is implemented using LevelDB (Google). For achieving this we have adopted the following 
methodology: 
 

1) The API is used to make the first request in terms of validating the wallet address. Each validation of the wallet 
address can be used just once to register a Digital Identity, and must be validated again to register a second one. 
An address is like a single-use token. You can send bitcoins to a person by sending bitcoins to one of their 
addresses. However, unlike e-mail addresses, people have many different Bitcoin addresses and a unique 
address should be used for each transaction[13]. 
 

2) To validate the wallet address sent in the first request, we need to create a signature from the message returned 
in the API. 

 
3) The access will be granted for 5 mins or for just one registration and within that time the data/ ID number of the 

refugee, person will be added to it the Blockchain. 
 
4) All the concerned government agencies can see all the digital identities to a specific wallet address by providing 

address as a parameter. If there is any change in the identity number of the person the block hash would change, 
while the chain is validating it would return an error on terminal and administrator would be notified 
immediately. 

IV. RESULTS 

We have created a private blockchain using Javascript, its various frameworks and libraries like NPM (Node 
Package Manager) which is responsible for managing all our NodeJS packages and modules, Crypto-js 
JavaScript Library used for crypto standards, Express.js A flexible Node.js web application framework that 
provides a robust set of features for web and mobile applications, Level A Node.js wrapper for abstract-
leveldown compliant stores, which follow the characteristics of LevelDB, bitcoinjs-lib a Bitcoin library for 
NodeJS etc. 
The Database Storage is administered by LevelDB. It is a simple key-value pair database built by Google. The 
User is asked to validate the wallet address, each validation of the address can be used just once, and must be 
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validated again to for each request. To validate the wallet address sent in the first request, the user needs to 
create a signature from the message returned in the API, then send the signature and the wallet address to the 
API to validate the wallet signature. The User then can add data to the Blockchain once within the next 5 
minutes of validation, after that the user has to send a request for validation again. This is a security feature that 
prevents a user from misusing it by sending multiple requests at a time. 
 
The following screenshots represent various stages during the implementation of the Private Blockchain as 
mentioned above. 

WrittenFig.3: Post request and response for requesting validation 

Fig.4: POST request for message signature verification 

Fig.5: POST request to add a block on the chain with ID number as body parameter. 
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Fig 6: Blocks/IDs registered to a specific address 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The work will give transparency and authenticity of the identity data of refugees seeking asylum in the western 
countries. The free movement of people across the EU(the hub of refugee crisis) brings with it the need for 
citizens to interact with and use government services outside their countries of origin, in many or all of the 
contexts in which those services are accessed by citizens of the host country. Asset registries, currency, 
healthcare, voting, taxation and education are not only needed within a country but also, more specifically, 
between countries, to account for the (common) situation in which an individual need to access services across 
borders. In future, we will try to integrate third party applications like Digilocker with this blockchain platform 
to verify/add data of different IDs and to implement mobile app viewing of the digital identity documents. 
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